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Crank Bar Deglazing Guide
Crank Bar method Step by Step Deglazing Guide

Step 1
Always have the recommended tools 
available ready to complete the works 
required, we recommend you use a 
Putty knife, Crank Bar, Wide-face ridged 
Decorators Spatula with (spindle bar 
attached for leverage, see image), white 
rubber head mallet, Distinction surface 
wipes, floor surface protection and 
adequate protective clothing.
When de-glazing the door either on site 
or in factory please ensure the door is 
held in a secure fixed position to eliminate 
movement.

Lift and remove the cut away cassettes 
from the internal door face containing the 
glass units.

Taking extra care not to mark the door 
skin work the putty knife around the full 
perimeter, breaking the seal between 
the cassette lip and external door skin, 
once all the adhesive has successfully 
been separated, then carefully remove 
the outer cassette that would have been 
attached to the external door face. Step 
3, can also be used to aid the removal of 
the cassette.

Once the adhesive has successfully been 
separated, carefully wedge the wide-face 
spatula, followed by the crank bar, between 
one corner of the internal cassette and 
internal door face, apply an even gradual 
pressure onto the crank bar to slowly lever 
the cassette away from the door face, 
cutting any excessive adhesive as you go, 
repeating and working the full perimeter of 
the cassette.

Thereafter ensure that the door face is 
thoroughly clean on external and internal 
faces, ready to re-glaze as per Distinction 
Glazing Guide.

Step 4

Step 2

Step 5

Step 3

Step 6

Always start on the external door face, in 
a corner where cassette meets the glass 
and use the putty knife to carefully cut and 
remove the adhesive, breaking the seal 
between cassette and glass face all the way 
around the full contact area. Repeated the 
process on the internal door face where the 
cassette lip meets the skin, taking extra care 
not to mark the door skin.


